
V’Yera – 11/4/23 
And He Appeared! 
Gen. 18:1-22:24. 

 
 
 

I.        This Parsha abounds with enigmatic and perplexing tales fostering many questions 
that have yet to be satisfactorily answered by most scholars! For instance: We have 
the event of the ‘VISIT’ – V’Yera - that gives us our title. Who were these 
supernatural guests, two of who later arrive in Sodom to extricate Lot? Why did 
Abraham argue on behalf of what was, without doubt a wicked city/nation? What 
actually happened in Sodom with Lot, his daughters, and the ‘wicked men’ of 
Sodom? Did Lot actually devise a plan, albeit hastily, to commit his own daughters 
to the hands of rapists? Finally, what about the incident of the Akedah – the 
offering of Isaac? Could there possibly have been an earlier Akedah not involving 
Isaac? If so, what effects could that have on the political/social climate of the Mid-
East today? Did Abraham or YHVH condone human sacrifice?  

 
While we will attempt to look at some of the above, however, time will inhibit our 
efforts to properly excavate every nugget hidden concerning those focal points. 
What I feel led to do is to first examine the purpose of Abraham being in the Land 
along with the beginnings of his family. This will include information that perhaps 
will bring clarity to some age-old questions still plaguing many Believers today. 
Shall we? 
 

Right of Conquest. 
 

The above phrase has been part of International Law for centuries. The right of 
ownership and possession via force of arms. Though argued against, it has been the 
foundational premise for land ownership worldwide.  
 
Let’s pause here a minute: I want to speak to the dispersed and displaced 
‘Indigenous Peoples’ worldwide who seem punished by this Right of Conquest. 
For example: The Native Americans, African Americans, Hispanic Nations (And 
others) that find themselves the frequent victims of the Right of Conquest and are 
currently, without an inheritance! It is my opinion that you are part of the dispersed 
House of Israel who long settled where you now think your home is. The reason 
that you’ve been displaced this time is because you got comfortable in that place 
and Abba has sent fishers and soon – hunters to get you out of that place of ease 
and prepare you for the Final Exodus – You’re going home! America is not your 



destination, you’re Inheritance awaits you! America was only a hiding place for a 
season and must be judged for it’s bloodshed. By the way, so will the State of 
Israel! Now… 
 
Considering that, in retrospect, our Parsha begins to flesh out details about the 
Family of Abraham after leaving Ur in Gen. 13 where he builds an altar to YHVH. 
Subsequently, we have his receiving the first of multiple promises regarding the 
Inheritance of the Land! Moreover, Gen. 14 finds Abraham literally fulfilling that 
Promise by military conquest and thus, accordingly he becomes the Sovereign of 
all the area on both sides of the valley known as the Jordan River basin or Plain of 
Jordan. That area is also referred to as the Valley of Siddim and it is equated with 
the Salt or Dead Sea – before it became such. (Sodom’s destruction led to this 
change). It is my considered opinion, that this area would have been originally, 
Eden proper and thus, it’s conquest a matter of the restoration of Adam’s 
inheritance! Let’s pause here and look at a few key words: 
 

• Siddim, H#7708, שדים, rendered ‘field or plain’ from H#7704, שדה, 
sadeh, field.  
 

Pay close attention here: The first occurrence of Sadeh is seen in Gen. 2: 5,19,20 & 
3:1, 14, 18 & 4:8 and 25:27. Incidentally, that ‘BEING’ first linked to the two-
letter Shin-Dalet root is the Nachash-Serpent in Gen. 3:1, followed by Cain, then 
Esau respectively! For many, the Shin-Dalet root is very familiar being found in 
one of the Creator’s Titles: El Shaddai. That being said, every Hebrew word has 
both a blessing and curse attached depending on one’s relationship with the 
Creator. 
 
If we look at the phrase in the KJV – Vale of Siddim – 2 different Hebrew words 
are used for ‘Vale or valley’: H#6010, עמק, emeq, and this Siddim. Making this 
read: Valley of Valleys. This doesn’t make sense. However, it could also indicate 
the Valley of Shades! This would make better sense because emeq, though also 
translated as ‘Vale or valley’, can refer to deep or unsearchable things, as in Is. 
29:15 and “those who attempt to hide deeply”. I contend this has been the Modus 
Vivendi – the life-style of these Beings for Millennia! They have been waiting for 
this day and are about to reveal themselves. Interestingly, emeq has a value of 210, 
the same as the Hebrew word for Rib – Tzela. Could this valley have been the 
location where Adam’s Rib – DNA is removed and the Ishah – woman formed? 
Perhaps this explains the tendency of the enemy to attempt to take up a forced 



residence here? Perhaps the idea of Abraham’s Seed possessing the gates of the 
enemy gets a bit more focused? 
  
As such, from one perspective, this root-stem Sod or sad, does indicate ‘to nurture’ 
as in sustenance from the mothers’ breast. Contrarily, as pointed out above it can 
also mean violence, destruction, and is associated with those demons or ‘shades’ 
also known as Nephylim and the resultant human sacrifices that are often affiliated 
with the worship of them! STOP: *Remember our question above regarding 
whether Abraham condoned/participated in human sacrifice? Unless your head has 
been in the sand for decades or perhaps you suffer from chronic, willful ignorance 
then there should be no doubt that human sacrifice is still occurring in this same 
area only in the guise of ‘war’. We will not mention their global extension where 
the bloodletting continues unabated through abortion, faux vaccines, slavery, etc. 
So, what does this have to do with Siddim? 
 
As we ponder further, if one uses the Samech rather than the Shin you get the root-
stem of Sod as in ‘Sod-level’ once again indicating a deep unsearchable secret, a 
hidden, mystery. It is this form, which gives us H#5467, סדם, Sodom. *Remember 
this! If that which we presuppose is true, then what mystery lies here? 
 
Though most associate Sodom with the detestable sin of Sodomy, the Law of First 
Reference indicates it has an association FOREMOST with these SHADES - 
Nephylim or Fallen Ones and their offspring! The Sin of the Fallen Ones being that 
they left their first estate – form and had sexual relations with both, the Daughters 
of Man and animals! We find the Nachash initiating the 2nd phase of the plan in 
Gen. 3. Though homosexuality is a perversion of the role of Man and Woman 
whose purpose was to produce Elohiym-like Seed and continue His Name, the 
attempt at Sodom to rape the 2-Angelic Visitors became the final straw in what 
was a long-held agenda in that area: To perpetuate the war between 2 Seed lines! 
Their answer? Produce more Nephylim! Now, you understand the root of all 
conflict in the Mid-East! *Remember this location: Gaza, Gath, Ashdod were 
Nephylim strongholds and never conquered by Israel… 
 
We said all the above to get here: For greater certainty, it is a Biblical Fact that this 
area belongs to Abraham’s Seed both by Covenant Promise of YHVH and by 
conquest! The former statement begs qualification! Who are Abraham’s seed 
according to Gen. 13:15 – For all the land, which thou seest, to thee will I give it, 
and to thy seed forever. 

Modern Day Dilemma: 



II.       If we can Scripturally validate the above - which I believe to be also a factual, 
historical record – then part of our modern Middle-East conundrum will be 
satisfied, at least to some extent. To begin, let me set the stage for the major 
‘Players’ in the Mid-East conflict. Of course, we will begin with the SEED of 
ABRAHAM, Beware you may not expect where you’re heading. Additionally, 
there are several major players besides them that we will treat in kind. 
 
Seed of Abraham, are you certain about their identity? Everyone says it is the State 
of Israel, namely the ‘Jews’ but exactly who are these Jews, who is this Israel? 
This latter term is first found in Gen. 32:28 And He said, thy name shall be called 
no more Jacob, but Israel: For as a prince hast thou power with Elohiym and with 
men.  
 
To truly know who Israel was then and who HE IS NOW – the Prince who has 
power with both Elohiym and man - we must examine several key words above. 
 

• Israel, H#3478, ישראל, the word comes from 2-distinct root words: EL and 
H#8280, שרה, Sarah, to have power. The suffixed root EL relates to 
Elohiym. While the germane idea of Sarah does indicate to place in a row or 
set in order, it nonetheless, carries with it a militaristic connotation. It is 
notably a similar styling as Abraham’s wife’s name: Sarah. Both contain the 
same Shin-Resh root – Sar. Shin indicates to consume or destroy, while 
Resh hints at the head. Incidentally, Sarah is first called this in Gen. 17:15 
after YHVH reiterates the Promise of the Land to Abraham’s Seed and 
interestingly, this promise mysteriously provokes a name change here as it 
does with Jacob!   

 
Both Sarah (Feminine) as it relates to her and later Y-Sarah-El as it discloses the 
new Jacob, points to a notable change wherein the identity of those SEED who will 
destroy the Head of the Fallen SEED is revealed, thus fulfilling Gen. 3:15.  
 
Take note: ‘For as a prince hast thou power…’ this phrase is written in Hebrew: -	
 ki Sarita. If you reverse this word you get the equivalent words used by כי-שרית
Isaac to bless Jacob in Gen. 27:28,29 ותירש, V’tiros, translated in the KJV as 
‘and wine’ a phrase that was part of the blessing of inheritance in Canaan. 
Therefore Elohiym give thee of the dew of heaven, and the fatness of the earth, and 
plenty of corn and wine: Let people serve thee, and nations bow down to thee: Be 
lord over thy brethren, and let thy mother’s sons bow down to thee cursed is every 
one that curseth thee, and blessed is he that blesseth thee. 



Could there be more to these words translated as and ‘plenty of corn and wine’ 
here? 

 
Pay close attention: The KJV ‘plenty’ is H#7230, רב;  ‘rob’ rendered ‘plenty’. 
Though, it can also indicate MULTITUDES! The word for corn? H#1715, דגן, 
Dagan, rendered corn, but did you remember that it is also the name of the 
Principal god of the Philistines – Dagan? You should also note that this ‘Fish God’ 
represents the Catholic – Edomite religion with the Fish Crowning the head or 
Pope. Dagan has the same root letters as Gen. 2:20 ‘helpmeet’, H#5048, נגד, 
nagad, one who stands in front to expose, manifest, denounce, to bring to light. In 
other words, The Woman would do this by producing an ADAM in the womb! 
Dagan represents the Fallen Ones who would attempt the same; only it would 
expose their seed to the Light! 
 
Now, look at the word for fatness, H#4924, משמן, mishman, from shemen, oil, 
and fatness, light! 
 
As we continue, this same word found in Sarita and Tirosh with the root stem Yod-
Resh-Shin -‘yarash’ - is seen in Gen. 15:3,4 in relation to the Promised heir of 
Abraham’s house and who would and would NOT be his heir! This root YARASH 
– indicates not only one who will take possession or inherit but one who will also 
dispossess those who are currently and fraudulently in possession! This is 
extremely pertinent as we see that Abraham had several sons. Nevertheless, only 
the ONE SEED found having Power with Elohiym and man could qualify! We’ll 
hopefully expound here further! 
 
Could the above verse be telling Jacob/Israel that he would be given the OIL – 
LIGHT of the earth and the multitudes of the Philistines as a POSSESSION? Hang 
on! Are you aware that the existent fight in ‘Gaza’ as we speak is actually a war 
over control of the oil and gas reserves off the coast??? BAM! Who do you 
suppose is pulling the strings behind this conflict?  
 
As this Prince – Sarita – The Inheritor or Expeller of the Fraudulent – Jacob 
now becomes ISRAEL because he has power with Elohiym and man…do you 
honestly think it’s because he wrestled with YHVH? Is that truly all that was 
happening here in Gen. 32? Let me state unequivocally: This was no ordinary 
wrestling match - this was about destroying or dispossessing an illegitimate heir. 
Note the players: Esau, Laban, and the Canaanite inhabitants of the Land against 
Jacob/Israel! Regarding the wrestling match - This “MAN” prevailed not - lo yakol 



– H#3201, יכל, this root indicates to prevail yes, but it also indicates that which is 
WHOLE, complete, to hinder or restrain, to bring to completion and it’s the root of 
Kallah – Bride! I am of the opinion that this MAN – YHVH was the Security 
Guard – a.k.a. Captain of the Hosts – qualifying all who would enter this Promised 
Land! Here the word ‘Promised’ is an adjective – what kind of Land – Promised 
Land! Promised to whom? It was time! The only thing left Jacob/Israel is to expel 
the usurpers! Isn’t that exactly where we find ourselves today? 
 
As a result, there was nothing in Jacob’s seedline – lineage that allowed this 
“MAN” to prevent Jacob from completing his CLAIM OF INHERITANCE TO 
THIS PROMISED LAND! So, counter intuitively, he touched the hollow of his 
thigh….B’Kof-yireku! Was this merely a defensive reaction as most suppose, or 
was this a powerful prophetic demonstration? We need ask? Did this MAN need to 
cripple Jacob to defeat him? What’s really going on? 
 
Bet = house – while KOF is the Hebrew word for Palm of the hand or sole of the 
foot and indicates Jacob’s House understood that he had ownership and authority 
and had now come to express it! This word Thigh or Yarek, H#3409, ירך, 
indicates the LOINS or SEEDLINE as the seat of his procreative power! It is very 
familiar as such, seen used by Abraham in sending out Eliezer on behalf of Isaac. It 
is my opinion that this was not simply a crippling blow to the sinew of Jacob’s 
thigh, more importantly, since the thigh/loins are the Source of his Power and 
Authority, why would there be a need to cripple him?  
 
The answer lies far from it! The MAN, by placing the hand under/upon the thigh of 
Jacob/Israel, as in Abraham and Eliezer, is clearly invoking a Prophetic Oath 
demonstrating the authority to act on behalf of the progenitor of the House in 
regards to his SEED! This could be both a literal or euphemistic representation also 
of His KOF – Authority - demonstrated through HIS tongue or Speech – Why? 
Because as a result Jacob halted, H#6760, צלע, tzala, to limp, from the root 
meaning to curve – as a RIB - Gen. 2:21 – the DNA of Creation, Hebrew, the 
Language of Elohiym! As long as Jacob remained a carnal man allowing the 
enemies of YHVH to possess his inheritance he was/is a CRIPPLED MAN a weak 
Enosh Man! However, Israel by the language of Creation is destined to inherit! 
Incidentally, Tzala has a value of 190, the same as H#3667, כנען, Canaan! Can 
you contrast the 2-distinct Seed lines? 
 



Pay attention because this RIB – צלע – is the key to uncovering the identity of 
Israel today! As Shepherd John said: “It is not a BABEL – YIDDISH mixture!” In 
addition, we must agree that Israel is comprised of 12-Sons, not just one called 
Judah or Jewish! As such, all Israel can only be recognized as those who stand 
with no mixture, i.e. a Mixed Tongue or Speech! Laban & Esau and the Canaanite 
Nations were mixed! You can trace this all the way back to the Tower of Babel! 
This has nothing to do with a religious or ethnic origin but a pure Seedline! Rest 
assured before you enter This Promised Land - Your DNA – RIB - THIGH is 
going to be touched, examined before your claim is validated! 
 
I would be negligent if I didn’t address the latter part of the qualification for being 
called a Prince: Gen. 32:28 …: For as a prince hast thou power with Elohiym and 
with men, and hast prevailed. 
 

• Men, H#376, אנשים, enoshim. This is usually rendered simply ‘Men’ in the 
KJV. Yet, there’s something peculiar that the Hebrew reveals. In fact, the 
term is first associated with the son of Seth – in Gen. 4:26 – Enosh – H#583,	
 Bear in mind, names were prophetic. Thus, in conjunction with the .אנוש
naming of Enosh we find: …then began men to call upon the name of 
YHVH! The KJV mistranslation has been duping generations into thinking a 
televangelistic revival is taking place until one looks at the word ‘began’, 
H#2490, חלל, halal, to profane, defile, to pollute oneself. How? By 
consorting with the Nephylim, which explains the Gen. 6 account! 

 
For added emphasis, the statement regarding Jacob/Israel having power is in the 
QATAL OR PERFECT TENSE – designating a COMPLETED ACTION - ONE 
THAT HAS TAKEN PLACE! This leads me to believe that the Power - SARA - 
with Elohiym discussed in-depth above had already led Jacob to demonstrate that 
power with the Enosh – those hybridized Men who had profaned themselves 
before YHVH opening the door to him becoming Israel and setting precedent for 
how the future Remnant of the House of Jacob will receive their Name change! Go 
back and look at the fertility clinic Jacob establishes in Gen. 30 to distinguish his 
flocks and I believe, his children from those of Laban’s! 
 

Israel the Nation – Is Not the State! 
 

III.     As we speak, the dilemma facing the Christian, Messianic, Hebrew Roots, Jewish 
and Islamic groups at the moment is concerning exactly whom we’re dealing with 
in the Middle East today that calls himself or herself ‘Judah or Israel’. While I 



wholeheartedly acknowledge that Judah is a son of Israel and thus, part of the Seed 
of Abraham, just because I identify as Judah doesn’t qualify me! In fact, most of 
those in positions of Power claiming to be Jews – not just in Israel – but worldwide 
– are imposters! Many are Jews by conversion, not blood. It is NOT the Talmudic 
religion of Judah that will save you! 

 
Many are in fact, Esau who has disguised himself as Jacob! Esau, Edom or more 
aptly – ROME – is currently in collusion with the 13-Illuminist families 
controlling every facet of world society. They, who purposely established the 
Puppet regime State of Israel in 1948 to do exactly what has and is happening! 
Create world conflict and usher in the False Messiah of their Peace! Esau also has 
help from most of his Uncle/Cousins Ishmael who, for the large part, ignorantly 
align themselves with these Puppet “Edomite” Powers camouflaged as Jews as 
they fight over control of Abraham’s inheritance! Meanwhile, their battles 
slaughter the innocent, many of whom are truly Jewish, all the while, the slaughter 
machine kills both brothers Ishmael and Isaac at the whim of criminal charlatans! 
 
Should one take exception with the above, please consider the final nail in the 
coffin of destruction prepared by ROME for the conquered Jews 2000-years ago! It 
is an historical fact that Rome changed the name of the conquered Judean lands to 
Palestine! They were instrumental in the reversal of the same in the 20th century! 
The Plot was set, understood and it’s principal players aligned for the Last Days 
conflict! You better get your head out of the sand because the U.S. gov’t is just as 
guilty! 

 
While I stress the influence of Esau amidst this conflagration, allow me to get a bit 
more precise: Remember the earlier reflection on the occupants of this Trans 
Jordan Valley during Abraham’s time? Those responsible for Sodom’s 
destruction? Yes, the Shin-Dalet – Shades or Fallen Ones – The Nephylim! Bear in 
mind, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and later Joshua were tasked with removing these 
Fallen Ones from the Promised Land. It didn’t happen: In fact, Josh. 11:22 says 
they remained in Gaza, Gath and Ashdod. It is a fact – they still exist there and 
they are the TRUE WIZZARDS OF OZ - הקוסם מארץ עוץ h’qosom m’aretz uz 
– The Magicians of AZ. Let me expound… 
 

What’s In A Name? 
 

• Gaza, H#5804, עזה, `azza, the feminine of strong or fortified. Its’ root hints 
at vehement, fierce, greedy, harsh. This ancient term was used of the People 



inhabiting the land of Canaan called the Giants. The root stem Ayin-Zayin 
has a value of 77 and not surprisingly is the same as Migdol, as in Migdol-
Tower of Babel – Confusion. It should not surprise you that the value of 
`Azza – 82 – is the same as that of Laban – the Brick maker! Moreover, the 
connection to Babel and the Gen. 11 account of the first political Nation-
State whose worship is directed toward the Fallen Ones cannot be 
overemphasized in view of what is happening with the Nation-State of Israel 
and others worldwide! It is a fact: If you become a citizen of these In-Corp 
(Dead) orations (Speech) you become a NON-ENTITY, literally a ‘Dead 
One’ losing all hope of inheritance! 

• Gath, H#1661, גת, translated ‘winepress’, i.e. the trough where the feet trod. 
It is cognate with H#5059, נגן, nawgan, to play a stringed instrument, to 
strike the notes. The root-stem Gimmel-Nun gives us Gan as in Gan Eden, 
while the Nun prefix indicates seed. Can you see the pattern still exists – to 
put their seed in the Garden? Now you understand why Yahshua suffers in 
Gath-Semane, Gethsemane the garden of the Oil Press! It’s about destroying 
the Seed of the enemy! 
 

How apropos that King David played a harp whose strings were tuned to the 22-
letters of the Hebrew language, each letter’s note indicating that Hebrew was 
designed to be sung, thus releasing it’s power! This is what Jacob/Israel became! 
The STRINGED INSTRUMENT RELEASING THE POWER OF CREATION 
AND RESTORATION! It should come as no surprise this geographical area is the 
subject of Rev. 19:15 And out of His mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it He 
should smite the nations: and He shall rule them with a rod of iron: and He 
treadeth the winepress of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty Elohiym! YES! HE 
is going to deal with this winepress!  

 
• Ashdod, H#795, אשדוד, defined as ‘powerful’, it derives however from a 

more sinister root: H#7703, שדד, shaw-dad, to devastate, ruin, deal 
violently with, to assault, ravage, rape, despoil. There’s that Shin-Dalet root 
again – pointing us to the inherent nature of the inhabitants of Ashdod. 
Sounds much like Sodom and Gomorrah doesn’t it? As an ominous sign of 
what is to come for this area, YHVH had Israel destroy, men, women, 
children and cattle belonging to those earlier 7- Canaanite Nations! What do 
you suppose is coming?  
 

While here, I would be remiss if I didn’t touch on the MAGIC – WIZARDRY of 
the Illuminist-Cult movie mentioned earlier: ‘Wizard of Oz’ and it’s hidden 



messages regarding who controls the States as in “We’re not in Kansas 
anymore…” not to mention, who is allowed access to the Yellow Brick Road, and 
why the People have no brain, no heart and are cowardly, let alone the introduction 
of the Masses to the hypnotic influence of the Media which even today boasts a 
largely JEWISH influence! Really? Which Jew, the genuine or the counterfeit? 
 

Now, before going forward, we must backtrack a bit… 
 

Are There Other Seed of Abraham? 
 

IV.     Gen. 13:15 – For all the land, which thou seest, to thee will I give it, and to thy   
seed forever. Here is where we tread carefully, because truth has to be told! Gen. 
16: gives us an interesting account of another Seed of Abraham – Ishmael! More 
intriguingly, after the death of Sarah, Abraham remarries Keturah and has 6 more 
sons, like it or not, these sons are SEED of Abraham! 1Chrn. 1:32. Who then, is 
entitled to inheritance in the Promised Land? 

 
In response, YHVH speaks to Abraham regarding this very subject in Gen. 17:19-
21. He makes it clear though Abraham pleads for Ishmael, that it is through Sarah 
and their son Isaac that the Covenant will be established. Why? This is important 
because these sons all live in the Mid-East! Is this the root of the current crisis 
today? If we carefully study this story of Hagar it actually becomes the story of 
Israel! Hagar the Egyptian goes into what would become the house of Israel, while 
Israel would later go into the House of Egypt.  
 
We must also remember that the Promise of the Inheritance we attribute to 
Abraham is closely linked to that of Shem – The Melchizedek! It is through this 
lineage that the Language of Creation – Hebrew passes to Abraham and thus, to his 
Seed. Hagar was Egyptian from the line of Ham – Mizraim. This is important to 
understand, because the 12-Sons of Ishmael represent the 12-Arabic Nations 
surrounding Israel. Let me be totally transparent here: Not all Arabs are enemies of 
the True House of Israel! *Note! I said House of Israel – not ‘STATE of Israel’! 
There’s a difference! In fact, to substantiate, most Scholars equate the Prophetic 
End Days Scenario beginning to take form in the Mid-East as those called “THE 
DAYS OF ELIJAH!” 
 
If we adhere to such, then perhaps you’ll recall during the 3-years of drought and 
famine while hidden by the Brook Cherith before JORDAN (1Kings17: 3, 6 this 
same geographical area) that Elijah is fed by the Ravens, H#6158, הערבים, it is 



from H#6152, ערב, Arab, from Arabia, it also indicates to take a pledge, to be 
mixed! No un-kosher bird would have fed Elijah – The local Arabs did. This group 
comprises Ishmael today, but are also comingled in many instances with the Fallen 
Ones as demonstrated in the maniacal hatred for anyone not Islamic. Daniel 
references these in Dan. 2:41 regarding Iron mixed with Miry Clay! In spite of 
what the Media tells you there is no easy solution if one does not understand Torah 
and end-time prophecy! The Powers That Be know fully well who has title and 
therefore must fraudulently depose them.  
 
However, they are going to be destroyed! In the meanwhile, Ishmael had better 
come to his senses else he will fall with them. By the way, Gen. 16:12 refers to 
him as a wild ass among men. Though he would at a later time exercise great 
power and influence, 2000-years ago, the True Prince of Creation whom Israel was 
to emulate – Messiah – would ride into the midst of Edom – Rome, Philistia, and 
the House of Ishmael on the BACK OF AN ASS! Clearing demonstrating a 
prophecy of the End Days! 
 

GAZA AND PALLESTINE. 
 

We’ve looked a bit at Gaza. There can be no doubt that this stronghold remains in 
the hands of the Fallen Ones – Those hybridized Shades whose lineage has been 
comingled with the ancient enemies of Israel – THE PHILISINTES! The evidence 
is overwhelming historically. The empirical historical testimony of the NAMES 
themselves is without argument! Gaza, Gath, Ashdod – Palestine! The first 
mention of this latter name is found in Gen. 10: 14 in the lineage of Ham. Careful 
study finds evidence that Ham had comingled his seed with the Fallen Ones after 
the flood. Resultantly, all nations of the earth with the exception of the SHEMITES 
gathered to build Babel and it’s Migdol - Tower to the Nephylim! 
 

• Philistim, H#6430, פלשתי, translated as ‘immigrants’, invaders. It derives 
from H#6428, פלש, to roll or sprinkle with ashes or dust. Though the 
etymology here is vague, it hints at splitting, dividing, to pierce or burrow 
into as in tunnel. Moreover, it may seem a stretch, but I contend these people 
intentionally split or burrowed into the DNA or aphar – dust or ash – of the 
Nephylim. Just like the men of Sodom who wanted Lot to release the Angels 
to them! This is a fulfillment of Gen. 3:14 where the Nachash is told that he 
would consume dust – aphar all the days of his life.  
 



On a practical level for centuries there has lain underneath the city of Gaza what is 
today called the “Gaza Metro” a series of tunnels still used today! 
 
If what I purpose regarding Ham is true – go visit the Gen. 9 account and ask 
yourselves what really happened and why Canaan the grandson is cursed though 
not even born yet. Look at the name Ham, H#2526, חם, hot, to become aroused, 
inflamed. It is the root of Hamas today! Noah’s son not only ‘uncovered his 
father’s nakedness’ a euphemism for having sex with his own mother, but, I 
believe he sodomized Noah - else explain Gen. 9:24 and the resultant eternal curse 
upon Canaan, which would include Mizraim (Egypt) and the Philistim!  
 
In addition, please consider the sobering statement of Yahshua: “As it was in the 
Days of Noah”…Matt. 24:37 In fact, from that Gen. 9 prophecy, the sons of Ham 
are to be slaves – Legally, a slave is considered a dead person, a non-entity! Sadly, 
Hamas is a created entity by those same Powers, and have no clue that they are 
being used, expendable, considered Dead Ones, by the very hands they look to for 
sustenance! From a practical standpoint many of Ham’s descendants did in fact 
comingle themselves with the Nephylim and settled in Canaan and were slated for 
destruction! These Beings are called Raphaim – Dead Ones! Enslaved forever to 
their lusts! Perhaps there are some of Ham’s descendants who did not and if the 
Blood of Messiah is applied, their ‘slave status’ like ours is rectified!  
 
In conclusion, there can be no doubt that the combatants in the Mid-East today are 
age-old enemies to some degree. However, that hatred has been exploited by the 
intentional manipulation of the Elitists and their agenda whose efforts have 
camouflaged their identity in order to confuse those who would be caught up in the 
greatest deception of the End of the Age – Who exactly is Israel and Who is their 
Messiah? Where is His Temple and His Throne? Finally, the Outcasts are being 
gathered as the Mid-East burns in turmoil, why? It is because your inheritance 
being prepared, your land koshered, and just as promised Joshua – A home 
abounds where houses and riches that you did not accumulate await you!  
 
I declare it so! Arise, O Y’Shar El and let the enemies of YHVH be scattered! 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 


